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pressure. Now, \j/ involves linearly the harmonics which occur in the
complementary and particular solutions of the equations of vibration,
the pressure involves the same harmonics linearly, and the result is
the determination of the surface-tractions applied to the inner surface
in terms of these harmonics. We have already another expression
for these calculated from the strain. Equating the two expressions,
we should obtain sufficient equations, with those which hold at the
free surface, to express all the unknown harmonics in terms of those
occurring in the expression for the disturbing potential.
This completes the analysis for the bodily tides of any order in the
system considered.
As an example, I have considered free vibrations of the system
supposed rotating slowly, but free from gravitation, and have verified
that the solution reduces to that which we already know for free vibra-
tions when the rotation is also annulled.
The results in the general case bear out those arrived at by other
methods when the disturbing function is of order 2, shewing how
the effect of the rotation in altering an equilibrium solution is null,
unless the period of the disturbance is long compared with that of
the rotation.
On the Volume generated by a Gongruency of Lines.
By R. A. ROBERTS, M.A.
[Mead Feb. 9th, 1888.]
In this paper I propose to investigate an expression for the volume
generated by a congruency of lines, and to deduce therefrom an
extension of Abel's theorem to double integrals.
Taking rectangular coordinates, we may write the equation of a line
in the form x=pz + a, y = qz+fi (1),
and then, if the line belongs to a congruency, that is, if it varies
subject to two conditions, we may suppose that «, /3 are given as
functions of p, q. Thus for any point in spcice, drawing through it a
line of the system, we may regard x, y as functions of p, q, and z; so
that, if the element of volume dxdydz be expressed in terms of the
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latter variables, we have
tedl_dxdydp dq dq dp
from (1), by the ordinary transformation for the element of a multiple
integral. Now the coefficient of dpdqdz, being equated to zero, is
evidently the result which we should obtain if we differentiated (1)
with regard to p, q, and eliminated dp/dq ; and this gives the two
points in which a line of the system is intersected by two other con-
secutive lines, or is, in general, bitangent to the focal surface. Hence,
if zu z3 belong to the points just mentioned, we have
dV — (2—Z\) (z—z.Jdpdqdz.
But, if cos a, cos/3, cosy are the direction cosines of the line (1), we
, cos a cos /3
nave p = , q = - ,
cos y cos y
whence p — tan 6 cos <p, q =• tan 0 sin 0,
if we put cos a = sin 0 cos <p} cos /3 = sin 6 sin <p, y = 0;
and therefore dpdq is replaced by t&n 0 sec* ddddf. Also, if p, pu pa
are distances measiu'ed along the line corresponding to z, su zit
respectively, we have
z-zx — (p-p,) cos 0, *-*, = (p-pi) cos 0,
dz = dp cos 0.
We thus find
dV= (p-p,) (p-p.j) &indddd<j>dp = (p-p{) (p—pi) dp da (2),
if do denotes the solid angle of the elementary cone foi'med by draw-
ing parallels to the lines of the system through a point. Hence,
integrating, we get
| | (3),
if the integration with regard to p is effected between the limits p
and 0.
In this expression (3) it is evident that the volume described is
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included between a line of length pone of whose extremities is situated
at the distances /»,, pa from the points of contact with the surface ; and,
when the integration is effected, the boundary of the space is formed
by the loci of the extremities just mentioned, and a ruled surface
described by the lines of the system subject to a relation connecting
p , q, o r 0, <j>.
As a particular case of (3), let us consider the volume enclosed
within the lines joining the points of contact on the focal surface.
Putting pt = S, Pn — 0, p = £, we get from (3)
-fl (4)
that is, the volume sought is equal to half the volume enclosed within
a parallel cone, and the surface formed by measuring equal lengths
on the parallel radii vectores through the vertex of the cone, as readily
follows from the expression for the volume in polar coordinates. If
we seek the volume described by either half of the line joining the
foci, we find
which is equal to half (4) ; that is, the locus of the middle point of
the foci bisects the volume described by the ei.tire line.
Again, suppose that the lines of the system are inflexional tangents
of a surface ; then, putting pl = p4 = 0, p = S, we havo from (3)
- I f (5).
Hence the volume described by the inflexional tangents of a surface
measured from the points of contact is equal to the volume enclosed
within the extremities of parallel lines of equal length drawn through
a point. Applying (8) to tho case of the normals to a surface, we get
V=
where Itt, Ii3 are the principal radii of curvature, and r is the length
measured out on the normal.
Hence for the volume enclosed within a surface, a system of normals,
and a parallel surface, we get
where dS is an element of area.
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We now proceed to apply the formula (3) so as to obtain a result
which may be considered as an extension of Abel's theorem con-
cerning transcendents to double integrals. Suppose a line to meet
the surfaces
3 = 0 (6),
where 0n, 0,,_3 are general surfaces of the degrees n and n—-3 respec-
tively ; then for the points of intersection, transforming to polar
coordinates at a point on the line, and writing
n = 0,
n_s = 0,
we evidently get, by the theory of algebraic equations,
3r = - £ = *',
where the unaccented and accented letters refer to the two surfaces
(0), respectively.
ITence 3r—2/ = 0, S*J—2r> = 0,
•"o
so that, if a congruency of lines intersect the surfaces (6), we get
from (3)
= h\\ ^d(o (7).
J J An
Now, since Ao and i?0 are functions of the dii*ection of a line of the
system, that is, of 0 and <}>, we see that the integration can be effected
in (7). This result thus shows that the algebraic sum of the volumes
intercepted between tho snrfaces (G) by a congruency of lines, can be
oxpmssod by a double definite integral which depends upon the
direction of the Hues only.
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If #0 vanishes, the surface 0n_3 reduces to the degree n—4, and the
double integral in (7) disappears. This result may be stated as
follows: If a cougruency of lines intersect the surfaces
$n — 0, 0,, + fr0n-4 = 0,
the algebraic sum of the intercepted volumes is equal to zero.
By taking h indefinitely small in the preceding results, we can
arrive at the relation connecting double integrals referi'ed to above.
The volume intercepted between the surfaces
,_., = 0,
at any point of the former, is evidently dp dS, where dS is an element
of area, and dp is the portion of the normal intercepted between the
two surfaces. Now, if the point as, y, z lie on the surface <J>n = 0, and
the consecutive point x + lx, y + fy, »+2« on the normal to <j>n satisfy
the equation of the surface
we have evidently
dx ay dz
where 7c is regarded as an infinitesimal of the first order.
But „_&&, * = *£ , «. = £$,
Wethnsfind dp = ~^2;
.
 7C, Gdxdi/hence, since dli = -—t—— ,
dtt>n
dz
we have dpdS = -•• kfn.sdti,,
where we have written du for ' . Wo get, therefore, substituting
d<j>a
dz
this value for the difference of the volumes in (7), and dividing by k,
Zf,_,.«k = -•?*«*« (8),
0
and, therefore, S jf ^^du -;- j j ^ dio (9).
• p 2
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This result is an extension of a theorem given already by me in a
paper published in the Proceedings, Vol. xvi., p. 238. It is an exact
analogue of Abel's theorem for double integrals. And it is evident
that there are precisely similar results for multiple integrals which
can be readily obtained by considerations of space of n dimensions.
Of course, these relations connecting the multiple integrals and the
algebraic systems of equations are merely consistent with each other,
whereas, in the case of Abel's theorem, the algebraic conditions follow
necessarily from the transcendental equations.
As a particular case, let us consider the application of (9) to the
cubic surface. Denoting 11 dur by «,., we get for the three systems of
points in which a congruency meets the surface
= 0 (10),
where we have put >^,,_3 = Bo = 1.
It may be observed that the integral u, vanishes at any point of
the snrface which describes a curve. For instance, if a chord of a
curve lying on the cubic meet the surface again at a point the in-
tegral corresponding to which is u, we get
.(11).
As in piano for the cubic curve, we can readily find an expression for
chi in the case of the cubic surface by taking rectangular axes such
that the axis of z passes through a point at infinity on the surface.
We may write, then,
where r,, r2, ?>,. are expressions in xf y of the first, second, and third
degrees, respeetivclj'. Hence
, d.r di/ _ d.v dy __ d.v dy
dff 2 '
tlz
and n= —'-?-»* (12),
where it may be observed that the expression under the radical is
the most general rational integral function of the fourth degree in
x, y\ for v\—4«,t'8 being equated to zero represents a cylinder cir-
cumscribed about the snrface parallel to the axis of z, that is, a
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circumscribed cone having its vertex on the surface; and we know
that the tangent cone of a cubic surface drawn from any point of
itself is the most general cone of the fourth degree.
This result gives a transformation which seems of some importance
in the theory of double integrals. It shows that any double integral
of the form
lv ilyII .(13),
where <I» is the most general rational integral expression in x, y of
the fourth degree, can be transformed so as to become the rational
integral
[ [ ' » ( 1 4 ) ,
where V is a rational integral expi'ctsion in p, q of the third degree.
For, by (11) and (12), the first integral can be transformed into
dot\\t
which, by putting
cos a = sin 0 cos <j>, cos ft = sin 6 sin <p, cos y = cos 0,
and then tan 0 cos <p = py tan 0 sin <p = q,
becomes of the form (14).
The simplest curves which wo could take on the cubic would be
two non-intersecting right lines. Hence, to ti'ansform (13) to the
form (14), we describe a cubic surface S so as to be inscribed in the
cylinder <&, when V is immediately known, and the limiting values
of ]), q are given by the directions of the lines drawn through the
limiting curve on S to intersect two non-intersecting lines lying
on 8.
For the four systems of points in which a congruency meets a
surface of the fourth degree, we find
cos ft do) «
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where Ao is now a rational integral homogeneous function of cos a,
cos ft, cos y of the fourth degree.
As fco the geometrical meaning of the preceding results, we may
notice that the integral u, taken over a portion of the surface U, is
proportional to the mass of the shell formed by U and the consecutive
surface TJ+h, where 1c is indefinitely small. It is to be observed that,
for two different branches of U, the surface U+h may lie on the
inner and outer sides, so that, to represent the mass of the shell, u
must be taken with the proper sign. As, for instance, if a quartic
consist of two oval surfaces, two values of u on one oval should be
taken positively, and the other two on the second oval negatively.
Again, it is evident that the relations connecting the integrals
11 x du, &o. will give theorems concerning the centres of gravity of
the shells ; thus, in the case of the quintic surface which is intersected
by a congrnency in five shells, the centre of gravity of two of the
shells must coincide with that of the three others. Similarly, the
relations connecting the integrals II x*du will give theorems con-
cerning the moments of inertia of the shells.
In the case of particular surfaces, the integral u has a simple geo-
metrical meaning. For instance, for the surface
z"U = a constant,
where U is a rational integral function of x, y, u is proportional to
I I z dx dy, that is, the volume of the cylinder included between the
Burface and the plane of xy. As a further pai'ticular case, if the
surface is of the fourth order, chords of a curve lying on the surface
intersect it again in two areas which are such that the volumes of the
cylinders between them and the plane of xy are equal.
Again, for the surface whose equation is
V = a constant,
where V is a rational integral homogeneous expression in x, y, z, we
find, by transformation to polar coordinates, that u is proportional to
I1 rsdio, namely, the volume of the cone having its vertex at the
origin and standing on the bonndary of a superficial area.
The formula for the volume in the case in which the lines of the
congruency are chords of a curve may be noticed here.
For any point x, y, z of the line joining the points xv yv zt; xv y2, zt>
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we may obviously put
z =
Hence, if we consider xu yx, zx as functions of sx, and xs, yv z% as func-
tions of s8, where 8 is the length of the arc, as, y, z will be functions of
the three variables 0, sx, s2, and dx dy dz can be replaced by
dxx
ds.2 '
dzx
dz3
ds3
d(l-$)dddsxdsi,
by the formula for the transformation of a triple integral. Now, by
solid geometry, the determinant is equal to D sin <j>, where D is the
shortest distance between the tangents to the curve at the extremities
of the chord, and <f> is the angle between the same lines. Also
,, , ,
 JTT (p—r,)(p—r3) D sinso that we get dV = ^- *^-—~- ^-
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Geometrical Demonstration of Feuerbach's Theorem concerning the
Nine-Point Circle. By Professor R. W. GENESE, M.A.
[Bead March 8tk, 1888.]
Let A', B', C be the mid-points of the sides of the triangle ABC;
D, E, F the feet of the perpendiculars ; 0 the circumcentre, I the in-
centre, X, Y, Z the points of contact of the in-circle with the sides.
Let OA' meet the circumcircle at U, 00' at W. Then ATJ bisects
BAG, and therefore also OAD.
Let P, Q, R be the mid-points of the arcs of the nine-point circle
exterior to the triangle. Then the tangent at P is parallel to BXD ;
therefore PX produced will pass through the external centre of
similitude T of the nine-point circle and in-circle, and so will BZ.
Feuerbach's theorem will be proved if we show that T is on either
the in-circle or the nine-point circle.
Let A'A" be the diameter of the nine-point circle through A'.
Then AA" is equal and parallel to OA';
therefore AA" is equal and parallel to OA ;
